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Do you recognize these logos?

Some of our contributions...

What is wikiArS?
WikiArS is a project that aims to engage
students to develop multimedia materials
for Wikimedia Commons. Its main objetive
is that students from art and design
degrees provide materials that the
photography cannot.

Wikipedia is the largest collaborative
project which humanity has been
developed. The main contributions are
texts, but the encyclopedia needs
photographs, artwork and multimedia
materials to illustrate its articles.
Wikimedia Commons is a repository of free
multimedia files that are used by the
Wikipedia an other free projects.

@ProyectoUCAC2

An expert of the selected
speciality is assigned to
each student as a
costumer. The expert
helps to the student to
find information about
the chosen concept.
Once the sketched has the
expert's approval, it is time
to develop it with the
specific software applying
the techniques which have
been explained in the
course.

UCAC2 is involved since 2012/13 course
creating animations for Wikimedia projects.
The participant students are enrolling the
course “Multimedia Tools and Animation”
of the Publicity and Public Relations Degree
of the University of Cádiz

Messinian crisis animation by Federica Brigida
Illustrations by Paubahi

Bilbo Baggins by JesicaLR

Feedbacks?

The proccess
After receiving
background about free
licencing, students
select a concept whose
explanation in Wikipedia
could be improved with
a multimedia resource.

Prokaryote cell animation by David Marín Sánchez

Lactarius sanguifluus
by Karu
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How?
Which tools?

Recreation of extinct
Chapalmalania
by Monkeysdrawer

upload

illustrate

See a complete
proccess here

Tsunami simulation by Carmen Álvarez Cobos

The art of “venenciar” by Pedro Rougeot Sánchez

Idealized block at Naica mine
By Alber Vila

...you can find more here
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Results
WikiArS results have been very positive: there are more than 200 free
multimedia works in Commons from several educational institutions.
The students value very positively publishing their work in an unique
showcase as Wikipedia, as well as learning the indications of a
costumer (an expert or a community). The academic evaluation of the
students is based on the quality after applying the different studied
techniques, the interaction with the community and diffusion of their
work.
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